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Abstract Although most of volcanic hazard studies focus on magmatic eruptions, volcanic hazardous
events can also occur when no migration of magma can be recognized. Examples are tectonic and hydro-
thermal unrest that may lead to phreatic eruptions. Recent events (e.g., Ontake eruption on September
2014) have demonstrated that phreatic eruptions are still hard to forecast, despite being potentially very
hazardous. For these reasons, it is of paramount importance to identify indicators that define the condition
of nonmagmatic unrest, in particular for hydrothermal systems. Often, this type of unrest is driven by move-
ment of fluids, requiring alternative monitoring setups, beyond the classical seismic-geodetic-geochemical
architectures. Here we present a new version of the probabilistic BET (Bayesian Event Tree) model, specifi-
cally developed to include the forecasting of nonmagmatic unrest and related hazards. The structure of the
new event tree differs from the previous schemes by adding a specific branch to detail nonmagmatic unrest
outcomes. A further goal of this work consists in providing a user-friendly, open-access, and straightforward
tool to handle the probabilistic forecast and visualize the results as possible support during a volcanic crisis.
The new event tree and tool are here applied to Kawah Ijen stratovolcano, Indonesia, as exemplificative
application. In particular, the tool is set on the basis of monitoring data for the learning period 2000–2010,
and is then blindly applied to the test period 2010–2012, during which significant unrest phases occurred.

1. Introduction

Many human settlements worldwide are exposed to volcanic threat. In order to mitigate risk from volcanic
hazards, advanced warning strategies are employed [e.g., Donovan et al., 2011; Marzocchi and Bebbington,
2012]. In particular, monitoring activities represent the main source of information to understand the behav-
ior of volcanic systems in short-term time frames in order to assess related hazard and forecast activity. In
this framework, one of the main challenges of volcano monitoring is the identification and characterization
of ‘‘unrest,’’ which consists of a relevant physical or chemical change of the volcanic system with respect to
its background behavior. Unrest can be due to several factors and depends on the local characteristics of
each volcanic system, making it very difficult to find general features or patterns of global behavior
[Phillipson et al., 2013]. Unrest can be followed by eruptions due to the movement of magma, but can also
be associated with other very dangerous phenomena: indeed, in addition to magma-related hazards (e.g.,
tephra fallout, lava flows, ballistic, pyroclastic density currents), hydrothermal and tectonic activities without
precursory evidence for ‘‘magma-on-the-move’’ can lead to dangerous outcomes as well (i.e., flank collapses,
gas emissions, phreatic explosions, lahars). Such hazardous events relating to nonmagmatic unrest are not
easy to track and, in volcanic hazard evaluations, are sometimes underestimated, if not completely
neglected [Rouwet et al., 2014a]. Further, many volcanoes have experienced years or even decades of hydro-
thermal unrest, making it difficult to identify how and when the volcanic system would lead into its related
hazards on the short-term [e.g., Rowe et al., 1992; McGee and Gerlach, 1998; Cardellini et al., 2003; Lewicki and
Hilley, 2014; Chiodini et al., 2015]. Eventually, hydrothermal unrest can evolve into nonmagmatic but still
explosive, eruptions where both the main driving agent and eruptive product is water, liquid or vapour, and
occasionally liquid sulfur or gas [Browne and Lawless, 2001; Rouwet and Morrissey, 2015]. On the other hand,
noneruptive and nonexplosive hydrothermal unrest can also threaten human health and society, environ-
ment and economy after prolonged gas emission, acidic fluid infiltration into aquifers, soils and the
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hydrologic network, or deformation induced by a rising fluid front [see Rouwet et al., 2014a, and references
therein].

Because of the complexity of its governing mechanisms, the evolution of volcanic processes (including
unrest) is not well constrained using purely deterministic and theoretical approaches [Sparks, 2003]. Some
hazardous outcomes are preceded by several anomalous indicators, but other hazards have occurred with-
out clear premonitory observations, as for the recent phreatic eruption at Ontake [Sano et al., 2015]. Further-
more, sometimes anomalous indicators do not lead into hazardous outcome (e.g., ‘‘failed eruptions’’) [Moran
et al., 2011]. As a consequence, probabilistic approaches become an important tool to properly quantify the
uncertainties due to the lack of knowledge of all the physical processes (i.e., epistemic uncertainty) describ-
ing the evolution of a volcanic system [Marzocchi and Bebbington, 2012]. In the last decades, probabilistic
approaches have been mainly applied either to long-term hazard assessments [e.g., Marti et al., 2008; Neri
et al., 2008; Selva et al., 2010; Jenkins et al., 2012; Sandri et al., 2014; Tonini et al., 2015a], in which the long-
term probability of the impact of volcanic hazardous events (e.g., a tephra load larger than a given thresh-
old) is assessed, or to short-term eruption forecasting [e.g., Sandri et al., 2009; Lindsay et al., 2010], in which
the short-term probability of an eruption (and possibly of its size and of the position of the vent) is eval-
uated. The terms short- (hours to weeks) and long-term (years to centuries) refer to the time scale expected
to observe significant changes in the state of the volcano [see also Marzocchi et al., 2008].Short-term proba-
bilistic hazard assessment, in which one evaluates the expected impact of specific volcanic hazardous
events in the next hours to weeks, has acquired a broader interest only recently [Sandri et al., 2012; Selva
et al., 2014; Sobradelo and Mart�ı, 2015]. Most of these approaches are based on the use of event trees in a
Bayesian framework [Newhall and Hoblitt, 2002; Marzocchi et al., 2004] and, in particular, BET_EF (Bayesian
Event Tree for Eruption Forecasting) [Marzocchi et al., 2008] was the first one of these models specifically
developed to include real-time monitoring data and perform short-time probabilistic eruption forecasting.
However, BET_EF has been designed to explore the variability of volcanic activity associated with magmatic
unrest, whereas it cannot handle scenarios where the status of unrest is driven by and leading to nonmag-
matic phenomena.

Although volcanic observatories have already been doing qualitative forecasts that include nonmag-
matic (e.g., phreatic) hazards, a quantitative probabilistic model for tracking the evolution of whatever
type of volcanic unrest was still missing. Thus, in the present paper we introduce a new event tree
model, called BET_UNREST, which extends the BET_EF capabilities by introducing a new branch for
exploring and forecasting the outcomes of nonmagmatic unrest (Figure 1). In its general methodology
and computational procedures, BET_UNREST follows the previous BET models: BET_EF, for short- and
long-term eruption forecasting [Marzocchi et al., 2008], BET_VH, long-term volcanic hazard for any
potential hazardous phenomenon accompanying an eruption [Marzocchi et al., 2010] and BET_stVH
[Selva et al., 2014], a model that merges the previous two. The new BET_UNREST model is here pre-
sented together with its software implementation (called PyBetUnrest), which aims to provide an open
and usable tool to reduce the gap between the scientific community and decision makers. Therefore,
following the same purpose and approach recently adopted to reimplement the BET_VH model and
extends its capabilities [Tonini et al., 2015b], we implement a free and open source software with a
graphical user interface which allows the interactive exploration of the event tree and visualization of
the results. This solution was also suited to implement the PyBetUnrest software within the VHub cyber-
infrastructure (http://vhub.org/tools/betunrest).

So far, the BET_UNREST model has been tested during simulation exercises only (L. Sandri et al., The need
to quantify hazard related to non-magmatic unrest: from BET EF to BET UNREST, submitted to Volcanic
Unres—From Science to Society, edited by. J. Gottsmann, J. Neuberg, and B. Sheu, Springer, Heidelberg,
2016). In this study, for the first time, BET_UNREST is applied retrospectively to a real volcanic unrest to
show the potential use of the new model and the corresponding tool to support real-time monitoring of
volcanic crisis. Results and performances will be discussed and validated by analyzing retrospectively the
available data collected for unrest observed at the Kawah Ijen volcano, Indonesia, during the time span
from October 2010 to October 2012. This volcano has been selected because of its well-documented and
complete recordings of monitoring parameters over many years [e.g., Caudron et al., 2015a], along with its
peculiar type of volcanic activity, which can be both of magmatic and hydrothermal origin. In this respect,
BET_UNREST may become particularly useful.
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2. Methods

From a methodological and computational point of view, BET_UNREST relies on the BET event tree
model, and here we will only give a brief overview, remanding the reader to the papers by Marzocchi
et al. [2004, 2008] for a more detailed description. As with all the aforementioned BET models, BET_UNR-
EST performs probabilistic assessment in the frame of volcanic hazard analyses, based on an event tree
scheme. BET_UNREST probabilities are evaluated by a Bayesian inferential procedure, in order to quan-
tify both the aleatory and epistemic uncertainty characterizing the impact of volcanic eruptions in terms
of eruption forecasting and/or hazard assessment. Such a procedure allows merging all the available
information, such as models, a priori beliefs, past data from volcanic records and, when available, real-
time monitoring data in order to include, in principle, all the knowledge about the considered volcanic
system.

2.1. Background Theory
The Bayesian inference procedure at the basis of BET_UNREST assigns to each node of the event tree a
probability that is expressed through a pdf (probability density function), and not as a single number, to
account for a best-evaluation value (e.g., the mean of the probability density function, representing a
degree of aleatory uncertainty) and for a measure of the epistemic uncertainty (the dispersion of the pdf).
We indicate a pdf by using square brackets (e.g., hk½ �).

Monitoring data are incorporated separately at each node, in a fuzzy approach: every monitoring observa-
tion is compared to two predefined thresholds of anomaly (as in Marzocchi et al. [2008]) and converted into
a ‘‘degree of anomaly,’’ a value between 0 (not anomalous) and 1 (completely anomalous, see also Figure 2
after Marzocchi and Bebbington [2012]), when the observation falls within the two thresholds. This avoids
the selection of a sharp single threshold to define when a parameter is anomalous, as in some situations
this may be a source of controversy among users, or simply there is not enough evidence to define a sharp

Figure 1. BET_UNREST’s event tree. Magmatic (red dashed path) and nonmagmatic (blue solid path) branches have different positions on Table 1 and they are labelled with letters A
and B, respectively. To avoid misinterpretation, we note that effusive and explosive boxes at Level 6B for the nonmagmatic branch (size/style of hydrothermal eruption) refer to hazard-
ous phenomena which involve the movement of fluids only (e.g., phreatic eruptions, mud flooding), with no evidence of magma movements. See Rouwet et al. [2014a] for a detailed
description of what is included in the definition of effusive and explosive hydrothermal eruptions.
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value. Alternatively, one can still define a simple Boolean observation, where anomaly of a given parameter
is simply anomalous or not anomalous (i.e., a change in the color of the lake): this is useful when a user is
sufficiently confident in defining an anomaly. In both cases, the probability hk½ � at each node k is actually
described by a statistical mixing of two pdfs (as in Selva et al. [2014]), describing respectively the ‘‘so-called’’
long-term h

�Mf g
k

h i
and short-term h Mf g

k

h i
regimes of the volcano as follows:

hk½ �5ck h Mf g
k

h i
1 12ckð Þ h

�Mf g
k

h i

where ck represents the relative weight (a number in the interval [0,1]), that depends on the degree of
unrest (g) as revealed by possible anomalies in the monitoring parameters at the ‘‘Unrest’’ node [Marzocchi
et al., 2008]. In Table 1, together with the description of the event tree’s nodes, we provide, node by node,
the dependence of ck on g. With such mixing, BET_UNREST switches between the two ‘‘regimes.’’ In
practice:

1. When no anomaly (with respect to the volcano’s background activity) is observed at time t 5 t0 (from
now on representing the most recent times with fresh observations available), g 5 0 and consequently,
ck 5 0. In this case, BET_UNREST relies on the long-term information to assign the probabilities. Such

Figure 2. Snapshots of PyBetUnrest software: the main frame showing the (top left) event tree, (top right) vent location map and visualization of posterior probabilities as (bottom left)
cumulative or density functions and (bottom right) vent map. The examples are based on the Kawah Ijen case study, even though here they are illustrative of the software’s appearance
only. In the top right plot, the location of the potential opening vents as represented in PyBetVH is shown: a central crater (here called Vent C) and four circular sectors (here called Vent
N, Vent E, Vent S and Vent W) oriented as the main cardinal directions N, E, S and W.
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long-term probabilities (hereinafter also referred to as background probabilities) are based on theoretical
models and information from the geological and eruptive record of the volcano studied, or of similar vol-
canoes, and describe the long-term expected frequency of each branch. The monitoring information is
used to decide that the volcano does not show any anomalous behavior. This reflects the meaning of
long-term probability given in the Introduction: when the volcano exhibits a background activity only (no
anomaly), no change is expected in the following hours to weeks, and so the monitoring information
cannot be used to forecast the long-term volcanic activity on the timescale of years to centuries. The
term h

�Mf g
k

h i
for the given outcome at node k is achieved by statistically combining, through Bayes’

theorem:
a. a prior probability distribution, described by a Dirichlet distribution; its parameters are completely

defined on the basis of (i) a best guess probability value for the outcome, in the long-term, coming
from theoretical models and/or expert judgement, and (ii) a subjective judgement of the confidence
on such best guess, described by an equivalent sample size K (for more details, see Marzocchi et al.
[2008, Supplementary material]);

b. a likelihood function, described by a multinomial function, that is built on the observed past occur-
rences of the given outcome in the volcanological record of the volcano under study (or from similar
ones).

2. When a clear state of unrest (of whatever nature) is detected at t 5 t0 by BET_UNREST, g51 and, conse-
quently, ck�0. In this case, the probabilistic assignment at all the successive nodes is based mainly on
the monitoring information. The forecast of what will happen in the following hours to weeks (short-
term) relies on the observed anomalous behavior rather than on geological frequencies (long-term). In
practice, at a given node k describing a given outcome, the monitoring anomalies (if any) are trans-
formed into the short-term pdf ½h Mf g

k � by means of an exponential function (for more details, see Marzoc-
chi et al. [2008, Supplementary material]). However, monitoring data are not considered informative in
forecasting the size of an eruption (magmatic or not); for this reason, at Levels 5A and 6B in Figure 1
(respectively, the size/style of magmatic and hydrothermal eruptions), BET_UNREST relies only on long-
term information (i.e., ck 50 in any case).

3. When, at time t 5 t0, BET_UNREST observes a ‘‘degree of unrest’’ (of whatever nature) without it being
completely clear (i.e., 0< g< 1, and, consequently, also 0< ck< 1), the statistical mixing provides a

Table 1. List of the Nodes Designed for BET_UNREST and Their Descriptiona

Node Name
Probability
Described ck

Level 1 Unrest (complementary:
No unrest)

probability to detect an unrest (complementary: no unrest) in the
time window [t0; t01s]

g

Level 2 Magmatic Origin
(complementary:
Nonmagmatic Origin)

probability that the unrest is due to magma-on-the-move, given
the unrest (complementary: not due to magma-on-the-move,
given the unrest)

g

Level 3A Magmatic Eruption
(complementary:
No magmatic eruption)

probability to have a magmatic eruption, given the magmatic unrest g

Level 4A Vent Location
(Magmatic branch)

spatial probability of vent opening given the occurrence of a magmatic
eruption

Min(0.5, g)

Level 5A Style/Size
(Magmatic branch)

probability to have different eruptive styles/sizes, given a magmatic
eruption from a given vent

0

Level 3B Hydrothermal Origin
(complementary:
Tectonic Origin)

probability to have a hydrothermal unrest (complementary: tectonic
unrest), given nonmagmatic unrest

g

Level 4B Hydrothermal Eruption
(complementary: No
Hydrothermal Eruption)

probability to have a hydrothermal eruption (complementary: no
hydrothermal eruption), given hydrothermal unrest

g

Level 5B Vent Location
(Hydrothermal
branch)

spatial probability of vent opening, given the occurrence of a
hydrothermal eruption

Min(0.5, g)

Level 6 Style/Size (Hydrothermal
branch)

probability to have have different eruptive styles/sizes, given a
hydrothermal eruption from a given vent

0

aAfter the two first common levels the tree splits into two asymmetric branches, where levels from 3-to-5 have been labelled with A
and B for the magmatic and nonmagmatic, respectively (see also Figure 1). Level 6 is only for nonmagmatic section. The right column
shows the values of the relative weight between the long-term and short-term regimes, as expanded from Marzocchi et al. [2008].
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Figure 3. Time evolution (in the test period) of monitoring parameters used for the node Unrest. Fuzzy parameters are considered partial
or completely anomalous when they exceed the first (yellow background) or the second (red background) threshold respectively. Boolean
parameters can have two values only: the observation has been verified or not (i.e., True or False). The symbol # refers to the number of
occurrences of that parameter.
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resulting pdf which accounts for both the regimes, giving to the short-term regime a weight depending
on the degree of unrest (see Table 1), and to the long-term one its complement.

In this way, during a phase of unrest, the past frequency of magmatic or nonmagmatic outcomes has less
and less importance as the degree of unrest g increases.

2.2. BET_UNREST Event Tree Model
The design of the tree at the basis of BET_UNREST tool reflects the detailed description of hazards associ-
ated to nonmagmatic unrest proposed by Rouwet et al. [2014a]. By observing the visual representation of
the event tree (Figure 1), the asymmetric expansion of the two branches defining the magmatic and non-
magmatic unrest is easily recognizable. The novelty of BET_UNREST resides in the development and branch-
ing of the nonmagmatic unrest branch, whereas the magmatic unrest and the following branches are a
clone of the BET_EF model. A list of nodes is briefly presented and described in Table 1. In order to keep the
structure of BET_UNREST as simple as possible, an effort has been made to keep, where possible, a dycho-
tomic branching (Figure 1). This is why the unrest node does not branch directly into magmatic, hydrother-
mal and tectonic, but first it branches into magmatic or not. This allows a simplification in the evaluation of
short-term probabilities. In particular, with this format, the monitoring measurements are indicative of the
‘‘main’’ branch giving the name to the node (i.e., the magmatic one at the ‘‘Magmatic Origin’’ node; or the
hydrothermal at the ‘‘Hydrothermal origin’’ node; and so on). The other branch’s pdf comes then automati-
cally as the complement of the ‘‘main’’ one.

2.3. PyBetUnrest Software
In order to increase the usability of this statistical method, we have developed a free and open software,
equipped with a friendly graphical user interface to support the user in performing the forecasting analysis
(Figure 2). The software implementation is very similar to the one adopted for the PyBetVH tool (https://
vhub.org/tools/betvh) and for details on technical features and input formatting one can refer to Tonini
et al. [2015b, see, in particular, Section 4, Appendices and Electronic Supplementary Material] or to the tool’s
link on Vhub (https://vhub.org/resources/betunrest and https://vhub.org/wiki/PyBetToolsUserGuide).

In input, the user must upload all the available information at each node, in order to make the forecast as
reliable as possible. As explained above, the available information can be roughly divided into two main

Figure 4. Time evolution (in the test period) of monitoring parameters used for the node Magmatic Unrest.
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categories: the long-term (or background) evidences, and the current monitoring observations. For this rea-
son, at every node it is necessary to provide both types of information.

In output, PyBetUnrest computes and visualizes the pdf at all the possible nodes of the event tree. It calcu-
lates both absolute and conditional pdfs. This corresponds to considering the selected full path or just a

Table 2. Long-Term Information on Kawah Ijena

Level Node Name

Long-Term Information

Prior Information Past Data

Level 1 Unrest Maximum ignorance: pbg 5 0.5, K 5 1
(J52, a1(Unrest)51, a2(NoUnrest)51)

– 10 unrest episodes in 2000–2010
– 200 months starting in no
unrest in 2000–2010
(n1(Unrest)510, n2(NoUnrest)5190)

Level 2 Magmatic
unrest

Maximum ignorance: pbg 5 0.5, K 5 1
(J52, a1(Magm)51, a2(NonMagm)51)

Out of the 10 unrest episodes in
2000–2010, none was magmatic
(n1(Magm)50, n2(NonMagm)510)

Level 3A Magmatic
eruption

Maximum ignorance: pbg 5 0.5, K 5 1
(J52, a1(MagmErupt)51, a2(NoMagmErupt)51)

None

Level 4A Magmatic
vent’s
position

We assign larger (and equally distributed)
prior probabilities to the C location (the
lake, where most manifestations are), and
to E and S sectors, due to the location of
older and new fumaroles. We give very
low confidence on these guesses. Thus:

pbg(C) 5 pbg(E) 5 pbg(S) 5 0.3
pbg(W) 5 pbg(N) 5 0.05 and K 5 1
(J55, a1(C)5 a2(E)5 a3(S)51.5, a4(W)5 a5(N)50.25)

One magmatic event in 1817 from
the E sector, and none elsewhere.
(n1(C)5 n3(S)5 n4(W)5 n5(N)50,
n2(E)51)

Level 5A Magmatic
eruption
size/style

Smithsonian catalogue lists only one eruption
in the last 1000 years (in 1796), which is
reputed false by Caudron et al. [2015a]. Based
on this very scarse information, we define only
one magmatic size, having a probability 1
conditional to eruption occurrence.

None

Level 3B Hydrothermal
unrest

Due to the evident hydrothermal activity,
we assign a higher prior probability to hydrothermal
unrest (compared to the tectonic one, see Figure 1),
and a higher confidence on such guess:

pbg 5 0.8, K 5 5
(J52, a1(Hydro)54.8, a2(Tect)51.2)

Out of the 10 unrest episodes in
2000–2010, all of them were
hydrothermal
(n1(Hydro)510, n2(Tect)50)

Level 4B Hydrothermal
eruption

Maximum ignorance: pbg 5 0.5, K 5 1
(J52, a1(HydroErupt)51, a2(NoHydroErupt)51)

Out of the 10 hydrothermal unrest
episodes in 2000–2010, 5 of
them erupted hydrothermally
(n1(HydroErupt)55, n2(NoHydroErupt)55)

Level 5B Hydrothermal
vent’s
position

We assign the largest prior probabilities to the C location
(the lake, where most manifestations are); we also assign
a larger probability to E and S sectors, due to the location
of older and new fumaroles, compared to W and N. We
give very low confidence on these guesses. Thus:

pbg(C) 5 0.6
pbg(E) 5 pbg(S)50.15
pbg(W) 5 pbg(N) 5 0.05 and K51
(J55, a1(C)53,a2(E)5 a3(S)50.75, a4(W)5 a5(N)50.25)

The 5 explosive hydrothermal
eruptions since 2000 were from
the lake, i.e., vent location C,
and none elsewhere.
(n1(C)55, n2(E)5n3(S)5 n4(W)5

n5(N)50)

Level 6 Hydrothermal
eruption
size/style

Maximum ignorance: pbg 5 0.5, K 5 1
(J52, a1(Expl)51, a2(Eff)51)

Out of the 5 hydrothermal
eruptions in 2000–2010, all of
them erupted explosively
(n1(Expl)55, n2(Eff)50)

apbg is the best guess probability for the prior distribution, K indicates the equivalent sample size [Marzocchi et al., 2008], that is a
proxy for the confidence on pbg (the lower K, the lower the confidence on pbg). The prior distribution is a Dirichlet distribution (describ-

ing a set of J complete and mutually exclusive possible events with probabilities (#1,. . .#J)), whose functional form is DJ a1; . . . ; aJð Þ5
C a1 1...1aJð Þ
C a1ð Þ�...�C aJð Þ#

a121
1 . . .#aJ 21

J ; where the ai parameters fully describe the distribution (C(.) is the Gamma function). The values of ai, for each

node, are given in the second column of the Table. The likelihood function is a Multinomial, whose functional form is

MJ n1; . . . ; nJð Þ5
PJ

i51
ni

� �
!

n1 !...nJ !
n11...1nJ

n1 �...�nJ

� �
#n1

1 . . .#nJ
J , where the ni parameters, fully describing the distribution, represent the number of suc-

cesses of event with probability #j in the past data. The values of ni, for each node, are given in the third column of the Table. See Mar-
zocchi et al. [2008, Electronic Supplementary Information] for more details.
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single node in the event tree (Figure 2). Input and output characteristics of PyBetUnrest will be illustrated
together with the case study presented in the next section: a retrospective analysis of the 2011–2012 vol-
canic unrest occurred at Kawah Ijen volcano, Indonesia.

3. Tracking Unrest of Kawah Ijen, Indonesia

The ultimate manifestation of hydrothermal activities are active crater lakes underlain by degassing volca-
noes [Rouwet et al., 2014b]. These systems are prone to phreatic and phreatomagmatic activity and lake
expulsion can lead to lahars and mud flows [Christenson, 2000; Kempter and Rowe, 2000; Christenson et al.,
2010; Jolly et al., 2010; Rouwet and Morrissey, 2015]. These are major hazardous outcomes during stages of
nonmagmatic unrest [Rouwet et al., 2014a].

Kawah Ijen (Figure 4) is the largest acidic crater lake on Earth [Delmelle and Bernard, 1994; Caudron et al., 2015a].
On the one hand, due to its large volume (�720 m in diameter and �200 m of maximum depth [Takano et al.,
2004; Caudron et al., 2015a]) the residence time of the lake water is high [Rouwet et al., 2014b], which makes
the Ijen crater lake poorly sensitive to physical-chemical variations instigated from the underlying magmatic-
hydrothermal system. On the other hand, if a change in the behavior of the crater lake or adjacent fumaroles
can be detected, it means that the change is significant. Tracking such changes in time and space and relate
them to eventually hazardous outcomes is the scope of this first concrete application of BET_UNREST.

3.1. Input to BET_UNREST
Caudron et al. [2015a] compiled a list of observations along with the status (unrest or not) for the time period
2000–2010 at Kawah Ijen. Further, they collected the available historical and scientific data from literature since
1770. Because the review by Caudron et al. [2015a] is the most recent and complete published database, we
base the BET_UNREST settings for Kawah Ijen on these data. In particular, we assume the data for the decade

Table 3. Short-Term Setting: Selected Parameters, Thresholds and Weight at the Various Nodes for Kawah Ijen. Note that we do not
have any Clue on the Monitoring Measurements Indicative of Impending Magmatic Eruption (Level 3A)

Level Node – Parameter # Parameter (and Threshold(s); Y/N Indicates a Boolean Observation)

Level 1 Unrest-parameter 1 Number of VT/month (300–1200)
Unrest-parameter 2 Number of LF/month (450–1500)
Unrest-parameter 3 Lake temperaturea (42–508C)
Unrest-parameter 4 Daily average continuous tremorb amplitude (5–30 mm)
Unrest-parameter 5 Sulphur Smell (e.g., sick miners) (Y/N)
Unrest-parameter 6 Dead birds (Y/N)
Unrest-parameter 7 Change in lake color toward white-grey (Y/N)
Unrest-parameter 8 Number of distal VTs/month (5–15)
Unrest-parameter 9 Increased upwelling of bubbles (any size) (Y/N)
Unrest-parameter 10 Striking increase of evaporation at the surface (Y/N)

Level 2 Magmatic Unrest-parameter 1 Number of distal VTs/month (5–15)
Magmatic Unrest-parameter 2 Number of VT/month (1200–10,000)
Magmatic Unrest-parameter 3 Number of felt earthquakes in the region/day (2–10)

Level 3A Magmatic Eruption
Level 3B Hydrothermal Unrest-parameter 1 Daily average continuous tremorb amplitude (5–30 mm)

Hydrothermal Unrest-parameter 2 Number of LF/month (1500–12,000)
Hydrothermal Unrest-parameter 3 Lake temperaturea (45–658C)
Hydrothermal Unrest-parameter 4 Change in lake color toward white-grey (Y/N)
Hydrothermal Unrest-parameter 5 Increased upwelling of big bubbles (>5m in diameter) (>5m in

diameter) (Y/N)
Hydrothermal Unrest-parameter 6 Miners have headache, vomit (Y/N)
Hydrothermal Unrest-parameter 7 Striking increase of evaporation at the surface (Y/N)

Level 4A Magmatic Vent Location- parameter 1 Location of reliable VT epicenters
Level 4B Hydrothermal Eruption-parameter 1 Miners spontaneously evacuate (Y/N)

Hydrothermal Eruption-parameter 2 Daily average continuous tremorb amplitude (30 saturation mm)
Hydrothermal Eruption-parameter 3 Number of LF/month (1500–12,000)
Hydrothermal Eruption-parameter 4 Change in lake color toward white-grey (Y/N)
Hydrothermal Eruption-parameter 5 Increased upwelling of big bubbles (>5m in diameter) (Y/N)

Level 5A Hydrothermal Vent Location- parameter 1 Location of reliable VT epicenters

aThe lake temperature is alternatively measured at the dam (western lake shore) and next to the fumarole (eastern shore) every week using a
thermocouple.

bTremor is based on the single station located at the summit of the southern peak. See Caudron et al. [2015a,2015b] for more details.
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2000–2010 to be complete in terms of unrest episodes, while for the magmatic eruptions we consider also
older data reported in the review (in particular the magmatic eruption in 1817, and discarding the 1796 event).

For the case study of Kawah Ijen we set the forecast time window equal to 1 month. We use the data in
Caudron et al. [2015a] as a ‘‘learning’’ data set (so that the learning period is 2000–2010), that is used to cali-
brate BET_UNREST. Then, we freeze the BET_UNREST rules, and blindly apply the tool to the post-2010

Figure 5. Time evolution (in the test period) of monitoring parameters used for the node Hydrothermal Unrest.
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period (the ‘‘test’’ period, in particular from October 2010 to October 2012) to check whether and how prob-
ability changes have marked periods of real observed unrest or eruptive activity. In this way, no data for the
testing period have been used or looked at while setting up BET_UNREST for Kawah Ijen. Despite being a
retrospective application, this approach strongly mimics a most realistic situation in volcanic monitoring
strategies.

In Table 2, we list the settings for BET_UNREST for the long-term probabilities. In particular, we indicate the
prior choices and the past data available at each node, that will then be part of the input of BET_UNREST
and will constitute the main information for providing forecasts when Kawah Ijen is not in unrest (ck 5 0,
see above).

For the spatial probability of vent opening (both for magmatic and hydrothermal eruptions), we assume a
‘‘Cone’’ volcano configuration, as in Figure 2 [see also Tonini et al., 2015b], in which the central (C) location
cover most of the elliptical lake (the radius of the C location is approximately as large as the minor axis of
the lake), and the lateral locations are rotated of 45 degrees compared to North, in order to covers the East
(E), South (S), West (W) and North (N) sectors.

In Table 3, we sum up the monitoring measurements, and relative thresholds and weights that we have
selected at each node as indicative of higher probability of the ‘‘main’’ branch. The selection of such moni-
toring measurements has been mostly based on the personal experience of two of the authors in monitor-
ing active volcanic lakes (CC for Kawah Ijen in particular, DR for volcanic lakes worldwide), taking into

Figure 6. Time evolution (in the test period) of monitoring parameters used for the node Hydrothermal Eruption.
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account also the observations for the learning period in Caudron et al. [2015a]. We highlight that we
included only those monitoring observations that are routinely measured at Kawah Ijen. For example, we
believe that a further source of information to discriminate between magmatic and other types of unrest
could be linked to the depth of VT events. However, VT depth is not routinely estimated at Kawah Ijen, so
we do not include this in the monitoring parameters’ list.

Due to the absence of observational data prior to an impending magmatic eruption, we do not provide any
monitoring parameter indicative of such events (Level 3A, Figure 1 and Table 3): this implies that the conditional
probability at this node will rely only on the long-term information. Unfortunately, monitoring a volcano with lim-
ited parameters, and the lack of monitored eruptions in the past, are two common conditions in real situations.

3.2. Results and Discussion
The use of BET_UNREST enables updates to the forecast as new information become available from the monitor-
ing parameters. As an exercise to show its potential use, we collect the data constantly monitored in the period
from April 2010 to September 2012 (the ‘‘test’’ data, 30 months) and apply our model to this time period month
by month. This time discretization is arbitrarily chosen to show the temporal evolution of BET_UNREST results.

Figure 7. Time evolution of probability to have unrest, magmatic unrest, magmatic eruption, hydrothermal unrest and hydrothermal eruption from top to bottom respectively. The latter
four are shown together with their uncertainty (10th–90th percentile’s interval). During this time span, the Kawah Ijen alert reached the level 3 (in a scale from 1 to 4) for three times
(orange vertical bars). Light blue bars indicate periods of alert level 2.
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In Figures 3–6, we display the monthly value for the monitoring parameters over the test period, month by
month, showing when they exceed Boolean or fuzzy thresholds. In this way, it is possible to control what
and when parameters are completely or partially anomalous.

In Figure 7, we show the corresponding temporal evolution of the most relevant probabilities computed by
BET_UNREST, in particular the monthly probability of unrest, magmatic unrest, hydrothermal unrest, mag-
matic eruption and hydrothermal eruption. As they are computed through a Bayesian procedure, these
probabilities are expressed as distributions, as shown by the colored areas reflecting the level of uncer-
tainty. The chosen best-evaluation value is the average value of the distribution at every time step.

Even though a monthly analysis might miss daily peaks in observations, the overall evolution of the system
is well captured by the forecasting analysis (Figure 7). On the basis of the settings used here, the 1 June
2011 the volcano exhibits a status of minor degree of unrest (about 20%); indeed, the swarm of distal VTs
observed in mid-May 2011 [Caudron et al., 2015b] was the first evidence that anticipated the quite long
unrest period experienced by Kawah Ijen in the following months. This was interpreted as a deep magmatic
intrusion triggering earthquakes along distal faults [Caudron et al., 2015b; White and McCausland, 2016].
According to our analysis, the unrest then decreased until mid-October 2011, when the probability of both
magmatic and hydrothermal unrest began to increase due to, respectively, a sharper increase of distal VTs
(Figure 4) and the observation of bubbles’ upwelling (Figure 5). Interestingly, the increase in the probability
to have a magmatic eruption (about 20%) occurred between October and November 2011, almost 2
months before the rise in alert level from 1 to 2 and then 3, by the local authorities (Figure 7). A dramatic
increase in local VTs occurred between December 2011 and January 2012. These earthquakes were felt by
sulphur miners who spontaneously evacuated [Caudron et al., 2015b]. This was concurrent with a new
increase in the probability of magmatic eruption (see Figure 7), again about 20%. The probability of hydro-
thermal eruption consequently reached a peak up to 65% in February 2012 when significant bubble upwell-
ing, evaporation and LF seismicity were detected.

Figure 8. VTs epicentres with reliable location from 1 to 31 December 2011 used to calculate probability of spatial vent opening at
1 January 2012, when the maximum peak of VTs was recorded.
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In April and May 2012, when the Alert was again raised at level 3, our results show probability values similar
to January 2012, i.e., a mean probability of magmatic and hydrothermal eruption respectively at 20% and
40%. As regards the magmatic unrest and eruption, this is due to the largest number of distal VTs recorded
during the whole test period; conversely, the probability of hydrothermal unrest and eruption increased in
these 2 months due to the anomalous lake color, the increased upwelling of bubbles in the lake, and the
increased evaporation from the lake’s surface. The third period of alert level 3 (from the end of July to the
end of August 2012, Figure 7) corresponds to a quite low probability of eruption for both magmatic and
phreatic branches: this is due to the fact that this alert was raised after an increasing occurrence of hot air
blasts during the month of July 2012 (Smithsonian Reports, http://volcano.si.edu/), and this parameter/
observation is not included in the monitoring network here considered. In Figure 8, we also show the 10–
90th percentile confidence interval as colored backgrounds that give an idea of the uncertainty of our eval-
uation of probabilities. We can see that the uncertainty on our assessment is quite substantial, especially
when best-evaluation probabilities increase. Although this information is almost always missing or, when
presented, misinterpreted in common practice, it is in reality very important, and we believe it should
always be conveyed in communicating forecast to stakeholders. Its calculation is one of the benefits of a
Bayesian approach.

Figure 9. Comparison between the probabilities at the 1 January 2012 of spatial vent opening in the (right column) long-term (left column) and short-term using the number of reliable
VTs as weight to infer the real time change of probability for that month. VTs are used as monitoring parameter for both (top row) magmatic vent location and (bottom row) hydrother-
mal vent location.
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Overall, we can compute the likelihood of not observing an eruption during the whole test period, under
the hypothesis that the average probability provided by BET_UNREST is neither significantly over- or under-
estimated. We have 30 time windows of observations (the test period), each characterized by a mean prob-
ability value pi

ME and pi
HE (i51,. . .30) of having a magmatic and hydrothermal eruption respectively, as com-

puted by BET_UNREST. The probability of observing no magmatic eruption on the whole test period is then
given by:

pnoME5
Y30

i51

12pi
ME

� �

Analogously, the probability of observing no hydrothermal eruption on the whole test period is then given
by:

pnoHE5
Y30

i51

12pi
HE

� �

From such equations, we obtain that pnoME530% and pnoHE53.3%. Although both values are consistent
with the fact that we did not have any magmatic or hydrothermal eruption (both probabilities are larger
than 1%), the probability of having no hydrothermal eruption (3.3%) may suggest a possible tendency of
BET code to overestimate the probability of hydrothermal eruption. However, at volcanic systems similar to
Kawah Ijen, sometimes hydrothermal eruptions occur without reaching the surface of the lake (‘‘hidden
phreatic eruptions’’), and so they cannot be counted as eruptions sensu stricto. Some hidden phreatic erup-
tions are likely to have occurred during the test period. This is why we do not consider BET_UNREST average
probability for hydrothermal eruptions as over-estimated as well.

A real-time update of the spatial probability of vent opening represents an important element of haz-
ard and, consequently, risk evaluation. Here, as an example, we show the result at the 1 January 2012,
when the maximum number of VTs has been recorded (Figure 3, top). The number of VTs for which
the calculated location is considered reliable (Figure 8) is used as a monitoring parameter for both
Levels 4a (vent location in the magmatic branch) and Level 5b (vent location in the hydrothermal
branch). In this case, the majority of earthquakes occurred in the eastern sector (E), making it the
most probable location for the vent to open, for that month for both magmatic and hydrothermal
activity (Figure 9). In the case of magmatic unrest, this is also confirmed by the long-term prediction,
where most of past fumaroles and the known episode of magmatic eruption occurred (Table 2, e.g.,
1817 eruption). On the other hand, for the hydrothermal unrest, the long-term higher probability is
assigned to the central vent (C), where the lake is placed, and considered as the major concern for
phreatic eruptions [Caudron et al., 2015a,2015b].

As residence time of the Kawah Ijen crater lake water is long, a monitoring time window of 1 month will
provide a high degree of detail, at least for the lake parameters (Table 3). Nevertheless, for the forecasting
of phreatic eruptions, which often are sudden events with short-term precursory signals [Christenson et al.,
2010], a time window of 1 month is too long. Considering the new findings of acidic gases flushing through
hyper-acidic lakes [Tamburello et al., 2015; Gunawan et al., 2016; Capaccioni et al., 2016; Caudron et al., 2016;
Rouwet et al., 2016] independent of the kinetics of water and vapour entering and exiting the lake (seepage,
evaporation), a combined Gas-Seismic monitoring network in future may be able to detect sudden changes
on the short-term, occasionally prior to phreatic eruptions. Within this point of view, the BET_UNREST time
window should be shortened (weeks to days); the code presented here is perfectly adaptable if future mon-
itoring becomes more real-time and short-term.

4. Conclusions

We presented the new Bayesian Event Tree model BET_UNREST to quantify short- and long-term probabilis-
tic eruption forecasting associated to both magmatic and nonmagmatic eruptions, with particular focus on
hydrothermal activity and phreatic eruptions. The model is here presented together with PyBetUnrest; the
BET_UNREST software implementation is freely usable and provides a user friendly graphical interface to
allow interactive and rapid handling of input and results during a volcanic crisis.
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The tool and the software can be used during volcanic crisis to support the forecasting of the behavior of
the considered volcanic system on the basis of all the possible available information, from historical data,
expert opinions and conceptual models to the real-time observations and changes in the monitoring
parameters.

As during the Ruaumoko exercise at the Auckland Volcanic Field in New Zealand [Lindsay et al., 2010], this
type of toolis valuable toset up quantitative and transparent rules before the crisis, in peace time. During crisis,
results and settings of these tools focus scientific discussion on how future activity might progress or manifest.
Finally, they also highlight at what nodes, or for what process, scientific research and improvements in the
monitoring setup are needed, to decrease uncertainty in our forecasts of volcanic unrest outcome. This has
also become clear for our Kawah Ijen case study: the routine and real-time location of VTs and the setup of a
MultiGAS network near the crater lake should become key for future monitoring at Ijen. These enhancements
and a high-frequency detection will better reflect the kinetics of magmatic processes (degassing, intrusion),
will lead to the introduction of a shorter time window, and will hence be more synchronized with fast events
such as phreatic eruptions. The here presented BET_UNREST code can be updated for such changes. The pre-
sented case study of Kawah Ijen was chosen for several reasons: (1) crater-lake bearing volcanoes are proto-
type settings for phreatic activity, a key focus in the BET_UNREST code, (2) monitoring information is available
and well documented, (3) monitored unrest phases occurred in recent years, (4) the time window adopted is
detailed enough but also reflects that enhancements are possible.

It is important to remark that the model and the software can be potentially applied to any volcanic system
as supporting tool to monitoring activities
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